
Writing Suggestions

Choose any of these excerpts from Longchenpa and write your reflection around it.  

1. Without understanding me, the creativity of the universe,  
But investigating the phenomena that I manifest,  
You perceive everything dualistically due to your attachment and longing.  

2. Because entities, whether subjectively conceived or directly experienced,  

Are present as ornaments of one’s own state of being,  

Do not accept or reject them.  

3. The details of experience are clearly differentiated without being contrived.  
Whoever fully comprehends and actually experiences this  
Is called a child of majestic creativity.  

Or you might consider this passage: 

Though attachment, aversion, dullness, pride, and envy may arise, fully understand their inner 

energy; recognize them in the very first moment, before karma has been accumulated. In the 

second moment look nakedly at this state and relax in its presence. Then whichever of the five 

passions arise becomes a pure presence, freed in its own place, without being eliminated. It 

emerges as the pristine awareness that is clear, pleasurable, and not conditioned by thought. 

Thus, desire becomes discriminating awareness, the unity of bliss and openness. Aversion 

becomes the mirror-like awareness, the unity of clarity and openness. Stupidity becomes the 

reality-field’s awareness, the unity of appearance and openness. Pride becomes the awareness 

of utter sameness, the unity of pure presence and openness. Envy becomes the all-

accomplishing awareness, also the unity of presence and openness.  

So then, you do not eliminate passions, as do those who are content with listening and 

preaching or being independent; you do not refine away passions, as do bodhisattvas; and you 

do not transform them, as tantrics do—these judgmentally-conditioned passions are pure and 

transparent in their own place.  

This is called the spontaneously perfect, universally creative, self-generating majestic pure 

presence.  



Writing Suggestions

The figure of Longchen Rabjam (108-1364) stands out as one of the greatest Dzogchen 

masters in the Nyingma tradition, and amongst the most brilliant and original writers in Tibetan 

Buddhist literature. He was the author of over 200 works, of which only about twenty-five 

survive 

The immediate reincarnation of Pema Ledreltsal, Longchenpa is regarded as an indirect 

incarnation of the princess Pema Sal. He was born in the Tra Valley of Southern Tibet to master 

Tenpasung, an adept at both the sciences and the practice of mantra, and Dromza Sonamgyen, 

who was descended from the family of Dromtönpa Gyalwé Jungné. Longchenpa was first 

ordained at the age of eleven and studied extensively with the Third Karmapa, Rangjung Dorje. 

He received not only the Nyingma transmissions as passed down in his family, but also studied 

with many of the great teachers of his day. He received the combined Kadam and Sakya 

teachings of the Sutrayana through his main Sakya teacher, Lama Dampa Sonam Gyaltsen, in 

addition to the corpus of both old and new translation tantras. At the age of nineteen, 

Longchenpa entered the famous shedra Sangphu Neuthok, where he acquired great scholarly 

wisdom. He later chose to practise in the solitude of the mountains, after becoming 

disillusioned by the behaviour of some scholars. 

Dzogchen tradition is closest Tibetan tradition to Zen. Similar emphasis on bare awareness, on 

emptiness (sky-like mind), and insistence that there is nothing to do or attain.  

You Are the Eyes of the World is one of Longchenpa’s most loved texts. It was written as a 

guide to an earlier text, the kun byed rgyal po, translated in the 8th century.  

p. 31: The Real Subject Matter 

The real subject matter, the way the teaching is set forth, has four parts: (1) becoming certain 

through the perspective of the teaching; (2) transcending limitations through accustoming 

yourself to this perspective; (3) overcoming obstacles through the way you conduct your life; (4) 

abandoning hope and fear—the result.  

What does he mean by “becoming certain through the perspective of the teaching?” He says, 

“Becoming certain has two parts: (1) certainty that what appears is the play of experience 

itself; (2) determining that experience itself is open.  

This introduces the teaching on the play of experience (the first part of your handout) 
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